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ABSTRACT
It is always difficult to find relevant information in unstructured text documents. In this paper we study the methods of fuzzy search, instant search and proximity ranking and how they can be used in the process of annotation of documents. These various methods can be integrated to give better search results and to achieve efficient space and time complexities. We propose a novel alternative approach which facilitates the generation of the structured metadata automatically using OpenNLP, methods of Instant-fuzzy search and Proximity ranking. It is done by identifying documents which are likely to contain the information of interest. And this information will be subsequently useful for querying the database.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The document retrieval is referred as the matching of some stated query of user against free-text records set. These records could be any type of mainly unstructured text, such as paragraphs in a manual, real estate records or newspaper articles. The queries of user can be from a few words to multi-sentence descriptions of information need. Document retrieval is sometimes referred to as a branch of Text Retrieval, or Text Retrieval.

If a user wants an efficient document retrieval process then annotation, document searching methods and ranking methods play a vital role in whole retrieval process. Here we discuss what these techniques are and how these different techniques are used in this document retrieval system.

Ranking: In the process of ranking every query answer is ranked based on its similarity or relevance to query, it is defined on various information pieces like co-occurrence of some keywords of query as a phrase in record and the query keywords frequencies in the record. Domain-specific features can play a vital role in ranking. E.g., for some publication, number of citations can be used as an indication in ranking because it is a good indicator of its impact. The Phrase matching effect in ranking gives better results. E.g., for the query q = bbrain, surgeryi, record containing the phrase “brain surgery” is more relevant than the record containing the keywords “brain” and “surgery” alone.

Basic Indexing: The three indexes are used to answer queries efficiently, a forward index, trie, and an inverted index as the methods described in [14] combines both methods i.e. fuzzy searching and instant search. In exacting, we can construct a trie for the terms in dictionary D. All paths to a leaf node from a root in the trie correspond to a term which is unique in dictionary D. Each and every leaf node stores an term’s inverted list. We can build a forward index too, which will include a forward list which contains the encoded integers of terms for every record. We can make use of this index for verifying if a record contains a keyword which matches a prefix condition.

Top-k Query Answering: If Given a integer which is positive say k, we find the k most query relevant answers. One way for finding these results is first determine all the results matching the query conditions, and then ranking them on their score. An another solution can be utilizing certain properties of the ranking function, and computing the k most relevant results using early termination techniques without computing all results.

OpenNLP: The Apache OpenNLP library is a machine learning based toolkit for the natural language text processing. It supports most common tasks of NLP, such as tokenization, sentence segmentation, part-of-speech tagging, named entity extraction, chunking, parsing, and coreference resolution. These tasks are required to build more recent and advanced text processing services. Text annotation typically involves tasks at different linguistic levels, such as named entity recognition, part-of-speech tagging, tokenization, sentence boundary detection, semantic role labeling, co-reference resolution. Most of these are done with proper combinations of the OpenNLP tools. OpenNLP gives the annotations in the format of simple plain text. The OpenNLP
tools really do a efficient job of annotations generation automatically.

**Instant search:** It is an emerging information-access model, it immediately returns the answers to user based on a partial query typed by user. E.g., the IMDB, (Internet Movie Database) has a search interface which offers the instant results to the users when they type queries. When the user types “uni”, the system returns answers such as “Unipune”, “Uniraj”, “Union bank of India”, and “Unishivaji”. More users prefer the experience of instantly seeing the search results and formulating the queries accordingly instead of being left in dark awaiting the hitting button of search. This new method helps users discover their answers with less efforts and quickly.

**Fuzzy Search:** Many users frequently make typing mistakes in the search queries. Mobile devices small keyboards, limited knowledge about data, lack of caution, can also be reason for mistakes. So in this case, by finding records with keywords matching with the query exactly, we cannot determine relevant answers. This can be solved by supporting the fuzzy search, in which we determine answers with keywords similar to query keywords. Combining instant search and fuzzy search can provide an better search experiences, especially for the mobile-phone users, who often have the problem of “fat fingers” i.e., each tap or keystroke is error prone and time consuming.

2. RELATED WORK

**Instant Search:** It is also known as type-ahead search. Many recent studies focused on the instant search. The studies in [8] presented the trie based techniques. Li et al. [9] studied the instant search on relational data which is modeled as a graph. The studies in [7] proposed query and indexing techniques to support the instant search.

**Fuzzy Search:** Fuzzy search studies can be categorized into two categories, first gram-based and second are trie- based approaches. In former approach, the data sub-strings are used for matching the fuzzy string[10], [11], [13], [12]. In second class approaches keywords are indexed as the trie, they depend on a traversal on the trie to determine the similar keywords [8]. This trie based approach is specially suitable for instant and fuzzy search [8] since every query is a prefix and trie supports efficient incremental computation.

**Proximity Ranking:** The Recent studies show that the term proximity is highly correlated with relevancy of document, and proximity-aware ranking increases the top results precision significantly [15]. And, there are only few studies which increase proximity-aware searching query efficiency using techniques of early-termination [5], [6], [14]. The techniques which are discussed in [5], [6] generate an additional inverted index for each term pair, which results in a large space. For small or reducing index size, Zhu et al. [14] proposed to construct a compact index for a phrases subset. [6] studied only the problem for queries with two-keywords.

**Annotation:** An alternative approach is presented [1], [3] that facilitates the generation of metadata which is structured by identifying the documents that contain information of user’s interest and this information will be useful to query the database. In this the people will likely to assign the metadata related to the documents that they upload which will easily help users in documents retrieval.

3. IMPLEMENTATION

3.1 Information Extraction Algorithm (Annotation Process)

![Fig 2: Information Extraction algorithm](image)

3.2 Working and Theoretical Result

This system will use OpenNLP for automatically creation of metadata. As shown, the document publisher will select a text file then parsing of text file will be done. i.e...Ignoring stopwords from it and count frequency of high querying keywords, etc. Then at the time of uploading the document the metadata will be automatically generated using OpenNLP. At the other side end user will enter the query and he will get the ranked documents which will be searched using fuzzy search .User will receive only documents of his interest and this will be the best retrieval of documents.

4. CONCLUSION

This system proposes a new approach for annotating a document, and tries to satisfy querying needs of user efficiently. We studied how the fuzzy search and proximity ranking will improve efficiency of searching. Users will get less and distinct results due to automatic generation of metadata using OpenNLP, proximity ranking and instant-fuzzy search. The text mining will be highly boosted due to this system. In future we can enhance this system for any type of documents other than pdf, text, word, etc.
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